The photoexcitation of strontium Rydberg atoms with n~300 is being examined using a crossed laser-atom beam approach to enable study of quasi-stable two-electron excited states and of strongly-coupled Rydberg systems.
High-n, n~300, strontium atoms provide new opportunities in the study of Rydberg atom physics. In particular, they make possible the creation of strongly-correlated quasi-stable two-electron states and they can be imaged through laser-induced fluorescence from the core ion. We are therefore exploring the creation of high-n strontium Rydberg atoms using a crossed atom-laser beam geometry.
Two-photon excitation is accomplished via the intermediate 5s5p 1 P 1 state (see inset in Fig. 1 ) utilizing radiation at 461 and 413 nm provided by two frequency-doubled diode laser systems. Measurements are conducted in a pulsed mode. The output of the 461 nm laser is chopped into a train of pulses of ~0.2-1.0 μs duration. Following each laser pulse the probability that a Rydberg atom is created is determined by field ionization. Figure 1 shows excitation spectra in the vicinity of n~283 recorded with the 461 nm laser tuned to optimally excite the 5s 2 [2] .
Comparison of the measured spectra with those calculated at lower n, n~50, using one-and twoelectron models shows that only the two-electron model correctly predicts the relative sizes of the 1 S 0 and 1 D 2 features. Inclusion of six inner electron states was sufficient to obtain near convergence of the calculated quantum defects yielding values in reasonable accord with experimental results.
The Rydberg photoexcitation rates achieved for 88 Sr are much larger than those achieved previously using potassium at similar n, which greatly facilitates their study.
Furthermore, multiple Rydberg atoms can be created in a single laser pulse enabling the investigation of strongly-coupled Rydberg-Rydberg systems at high n.
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